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ABSTRACT
HH212, a nearby (400 pc) object in Orion, is a Class 0 protostellar system with a
Keplerian disk and collimated bipolar SiO jets. Deuterated water, HDO and a deuter-
ated complex molecule, methanol (CH2DOH) have been reported in the source. Here,
we report the HDCO (deuterated formaldehyde) line observation from ALMA data
to probe the inner region of HH212. We compare HDCO line with other molecular
lines to understand the possible chemistry and physics of the source. The distribution
of HDCO emission suggests it may be associated with the base of the outflow. The
emission also shows a rotation but it is not associated with the Keplerian rotation
of disk or the rotating infalling envelope, rather it is associated with the outflow as
previously seen in C34S. From the possible deuterium fractionation, we speculate that
the gas phase formation of deuterated formaldehyde is active in the central hot region
of the low-mass protostar system, HH212.
Key words: astrochemistry– ISM: jets and outflows –ISM: molecules–ISM: individual
objects: HH 212
1 INTRODUCTION
Stars form mainly due to gravitational contraction of a
molecular cloud. Molecular cloud is like a vast laboratory
for space chemistry. From the verge of collapse to star for-
mation, a molecular cloud goes through different stages.
Chemical changes during this evolution acts as a hint to
understand physical and chemical processes associated with
the source. For example, SiO is a good shock tracer, high-
velocity CO line wings are a good tracer of outflows; CH3OH
can trace other kinds of environments, including outflows
(Taquet et al. 2015) and even cold gas in pre-stellar cores
(Vastel et al. 2014), C17O helps to know disk properties in
some cases, etc. After the collapse of a molecular cloud, a
young stellar object forms at the central region. This cen-
tral region is embedded in a thick rotating envelope which
further forms a disk like region. Some of the matter is often
ejected in the form of bipolar outflow carrying significant
amount of angular momentum. Lada et al. (1987) classified
an evolutionary sequence of young stellar objects depend-
ing on the spectral energy distribution, e.g., class I, class II,
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class III. Younger protostars are often called class 0 object
(Andre et al. 1993). HH212 is thought to be a Class 0 object
of low-mass proto stellar system, located in Orion at 400pc
(Kounkel et al. 2017).
The inner region of the low-mass star-forming cores
may be enriched with complex molecules, e.g., methyl
formate (HCOOCH3), ethyl cyanide (C2H5CN), dimethyl
ether (CH3OCH3), methyl alcohol (CH3OH) and formalde-
hyde (H2CO) (Bisschop et al. 2008; Bottinelli et al. 2004;
Cazaux et al. 2003). To differentiate between the ‘hot core’
region that are present in high mass star forming region,
a term ‘hot corino’ (Ceccarelli et al. 2007) is often used in
the context of a low mass star forming region. Molecules
can form both in the gas phase and on the grain sur-
face – during the evolution of molecular cloud in gas
phase, molecules can deplete on grain surface and start new
chemistry there. Grain surfaces help formation of complex
molecules by hydrogenation; there are also routes by which
complex molecules can also form in the gas phase too. Com-
plex molecules like HCOOCH3, CH3OCH3 (Balucani et al.
2015), NH2CHO (Barone et al. 2015) can effectively form in
gas-phase following sublimation of key simpler precursors,
e.g., CH3OH, NH2, HDCO from grain mantles. Complex
c© 2017 The Authors
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molecules which form on grain mantles can populate the
gas-phase by desorption from grain mantels. Due to ther-
mal desorption in high-temperature region e.g., hot core,
hot corinos, complex molecules or their precursors come
out of the grain surfaces in gas phase. For this reason,
high deuteration of complex species in grain surfaces may
be reflected to gas phase (e.g., Ceccarelli & Caselli et al.
2014; Das et al. 2015a,b). Deuterated water has been re-
ported by Codella et al. (2016) in the hot-corino of HH212.
Very recently Lee et al. (2017a) reported D2CO and singly
deuterated methanol (CH2DOH), first deuterated complex
molecule to be observed in central region of HH212.
Due to limited spatial resolution of observational fa-
cilities in the past, only a few hot-corinos have been re-
ported till now, on <100 AU scale, e.g., IRAS 16293-
2422, NGC 1333 IRAS2A, IRAS4A etc. (e.g., Imai et al.
2016; Jørgensen et al. 2012 and references therein). Re-
cently, Codella et al. (2016) has suggested a ‘hot-corino’ re-
gion in HH212 system. The HH212 region is an ideal sys-
tem to investigate different processes (e.g., infall, rotation,
hot corino, bipolar outflow) related to the formation of a
low mass protostar. The HH212 source has been observed
in the past using Sub-millimeter array (SMA)(Lee et al.
2006), the IRAM Plateau de Bure (PdB) interferometer
(Codella et al. 2007) and Atacama Large Millimeter Array
(ALMA) (Lee et al. 2014; Codella et al. 2014). ALMA, due
to its high spatial resolution and sensitivity has revealed
much more detail than any other previous observations.
The HH212 system has bipolar jets as observed by SiO,
SO, and SO2 emission lines (Codella et al. 2014; Podio et al.
2015). It has a central hot-corino surrounded by a flattened,
infalling and rotating envelope as observed by C17O and
HCO+ (Lee et al. 2006, 2014). Also, from HCO+ and C17O
emission line observations, Lee et al. (2014), Codella et al.
(2014) suggested a compact disk (∼ 90AU) rotating around
the source of ∼= 0.2 − 0.3M⊙. Later observation (Lee et al.
2017b) resolved the disk and suggested the disk size to be
40 AU.
In this paper, we use ALMA archival dataset
2011.0.00647.S and report emission of deuterated formalde-
hyde line from central hot-corino region. We compare the
HDCO emission with methanol (CH3OH), C
34S and C17O
and try to explain chemistry around the central region of
the source. The line search is performed using splatalouge
(www.splatalouge.net) and molecular data has been taken
from the CDMS (Mu¨ller et al. 2001, 2005) and JPL molec-
ular database (Pickett et al. 1998).
2 OBSERVATIONS
The HH212 protostar system was observed with ALMA
(Band -7) using 24 12m antennas on 2012 December 1 (Early
Science Cycle 0 phase , Codella et al. 2014). In this observa-
tion, the shortest and the longest baselines were respectively
20m and 360m. We report HDCO (Table 1) and include the
CH3OH, C
34S and C17O lines to compare with deuterated
formaldehyde emission. The datacubes have a spectral reso-
lution 488 KHz (∼ 0.43 km s−1), a typical beam FWHM
of 0.′′65 × 0.′′47 at position angle (PA) ∼ 49◦. The ob-
served spectral windows were 333.7-337.4 GHz and 345.6-
349.3 GHz, the typical rms level was 3-4 mJy beam−1 in
Table 1. List of unblended transitions detected towards HH212-
MM1 and line properties.
Species Transition Frequency Eu Sµ2
(GHz) (K) D2
CH3OH v0 7(1,7)- 6(1,6) 335.58202 78.97 5.55
HDCO 5(1,4)-4(1,3) 335.09678 56.25 26.05422
C17O J=3-2 337.06112 32.35 0.01411
C34S J=7-6 337.396459 50.23 25.57
0.43 km s−1 channels. The data were calibrated with the
CASA package, with quasars J0538-440 and J0607-085 as
the passband calibrators, quasar J0607-085 as the gain cal-
ibrator, and Callisto and Ganymede as the flux calibrators.
We generated spectral cubes by subtracting the continuum
emission in visibility data. We used Briggs weighting with
robustness parameter 0.5 for CLEANing the image. Posi-
tions are given with respect to peak continuum of the MM1
protostar located at α(J2000) = 05h43m51s.41, δ(J2000) =
−01◦02′53′′.17 (Lee et al. 2014).
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
ALMA band 7 is found to be rich in numerous spectral tran-
sitions in a region towards MM1 protostar. Here, we dis-
cuss three lines, C17O, deuterated formaldehyde line (HDCO
5(1,4)-4(1,3)) and methanol (CH3OH(v0 7(1,7)- 6(1,6)). The
details of the lines are given in Table 1. The C17O (3-2)
line transition was used by Codella et al. (2014) to describe
the rotating envelope around the central region. Here, we
consider C17O (3-2) emission as optically thin and have cal-
culated its column density around different regions of the
source. We compare C17O column density with HDCO and
CH3OH column density to study the chemistry around the
MM1 protostar. From Figure 1, HDCO emission is seen in
central region of the protostar system and partially resolved
(synthesized beam size 0.66′′ × 0.47′′,PA 49.6◦ and image
size 0.70′′ × 0.49′′,PA 57.2◦). For the first time, we are re-
porting deuterated formaldehyde emission around the MM1
protostar position. Recent work by Leurini et al. (2016) has
described the kinematics of methanol in HH212. Moreover,
from a recent observation (ALMA, 2015) Lee et al. (2017a)
found that methanol is from a rotating disk environment.
Here, we compare formaldehyde emission with the most in-
tense methanol line (Eu=79 K). Both the line profiles of
formaldehyde and methanol have peaks at ∼ 1.9 km s−1,
i.e., close to the systematic velocity ∼1.7 km s−1 (Lee et al.
2014). Though Codella et al. (2014) suggested a systematic
velocity of ∼ 1.3 km s−1, here we consider the systemic ve-
locity to be ∼ 1.7 km s−1.
3.1 HDCO emission
The HDCO emission is almost symmetric around the sys-
tematic velocity (∼ 1.6− 2.0 km s−1), so it can be assumed
that it originates near the central hot region. In this region,
the dust temperature is high enough, and molecules on the
grain surface (i.e., on the dust) easily desorb to gas phase.
Temperature of hot-corinos may vary from few 10’s K to
few 100’s K (Parise et al. 2009; Codella et al. 2016). Here,
we have observed only one HDCO transition, so the temper-
ature can not be derived directly. Codella et al. (2016) used
MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2017)
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Figure 1. HH212 system, observed by ALMA -Band 7
(Codella et al. 2014). Here, integrated emissions (moment 0 map)
of three lines, SiO, HDCO and C17O are overlaid on source con-
tinuum (gray scale). Magenta contours show the SiO(8-7) bipolar
jet; first contour and steps are 10σ (σ ∼ 5 mJy/beam km/s).Blue
contour is of HDCO; contours are from 7σ and steps are 8σ(15
mJy/beam km/s). Red contour is of C17O, contours are from 5σ
in steps of 5σ (1.5 mJy/beam km/s)
the same dataset and listed five acetaldehyde (CH3CHO)
transitions; from optically thin LTE analysis of CH3CHO
they suggested a temperature of 87 ± 47K. Leurini et al.
(2016) reported a rotational temperature 295 K for methanol
emissions, while Lee et al. (2017a) finds an excitation tem-
perature of 165±85 K for deuterated methanol transitions.
Considering all these results and roughly the temperature
variation along the radius (Lee et al. 2014) we have consid-
ered five excitation temperatures (20, 40, 90, 160, 300 K)
for our calculations. We consider some low excitation tem-
peratures e.g., 20 & 40 K for regions away from hot-corino
and high-temperatures for a hot region. Here we assume the
HDCO emission region to be optically thin and local ther-
modynamic equilibrium (LTE) condition is satisfied. The
details of column density calculation and the variation of it,
is described in Section 3.3.
In Figure 1, we see that HDCO emission is concentrated
in a circular region around the central protostar position,
i.e., the peak of continuum emission. The emission is elon-
gated along the jet direction. As the emission is only par-
tially resolved, we can not infer conclusively whether the
elongation is real or because of the effect of synthesized
beam size. Figure 2 shows that near the systematic velocity,
the HDCO emission is most extended; though the extended
emission feature is weak (∼ 3σ), it is absent in higher ve-
locity channels from the systematic velocity. This extended
emission feature is similar to the ‘X’ shaped outflow cavity
as traces by C34S emission. To draw a further conclusion,
in Figure 3 we plot three velocity channels near the system-
atic velocity for HDCO emission and compare it with C34S
channel maps. The C34S emission is tracing a dense gas com-
ponent. ‘X’ shaped outflow is closely related to the bipolar
jet or outflow near the systematic velocity (Codella et al.
Figure 2. HDCO colour map and contour map overplotted for
the 1.63 km s−1 channel which is close to the systematic velocity
1.7 km s−1. The contours are from 3σ (σ ∼7 mJy) with a step
of 2σ. The HDCO emission map at systematic velocity is quite
similar to ’X’ shaped outflow.
2014). From Figure 3, it can be seen that though the emis-
sions of HDCO away from the central source is weak, it is
significantly similar to the C34S emission near the systematic
velocity. To find whether HDCO emission shows any rota-
tion, we plot centroid emission positions of various velocity
channels of C34S and HDCO line in Figure 4. Codella et al.
(2014) finds an evident rotation around jet for C34S emis-
sion in the southern lobe. From Figure 4 we can see that
the there is definite signature of rotation for C34S as the
blue shifted and red-shifted emission are situated away from
the central peak position and the jet axis. At low velocities
(< 1.0), it is clearly showing rotation (in southern lobe) as
emission centroids of blue-shifted and red-shifted emission
situated roughly symmetrically away from the jet-axis and
below the disk plane. At a high velocity, the rotation feature
is not clear but becomes more collimated towards the jet
axis. The HDCO emission centroids also show a signature of
rotation which is clear from Figure 4. Looking to the south-
ern portion of emission there seems to be some similarity
with C34S features. As the intensity of emission away from
the source is very faint for HDCO and the shift of different
velocity channels is less than the beam size, this inference
may not be conclusive. We can speculate that as the emission
centroid (red-shifted southern portion in Fig. 4) of HDCO is
away from the disk plane and shifts along the jet axis. So, it
is not associated with disk rotation; at smaller scales, it may
be associated with disk wind or small-scale outflow or cavity
rotation but with current spatial resolution of the ALMA
data we cannot confirm it. Leurini et al. (2016) finds that
methanol (CH3OH) could trace the base of the low-velocity
of the small scale outflow and another higher resolution ob-
servation (0.04′′, Lee et al. 2017a) suggests that it is from a
warm environment near the disk surface. Hence, to discuss
the origin HDCO of emission, we compare HDCO emission
with CH3OH and C
17O emission in the next section.
MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2017)
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Figure 3. Comparison of channel map of C34S and HDCO. Value of velocities are near the systematic velocity ∼ 1.7 Km s−1. First
contour is at 3σ and steps are 2σ for both HDCO and C34S. σ is ∼ 6mJy/beam and 3.5 mJy/beam for HDCO and C34S contours,
respectively.
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Figure 4. Distribution of the centroid positions of various velocity channels of C34S and HDCO line. Velocities are colour-coded according
to the color-bar shown in the figure and value of velocities are subtracted from systematic velocity (1.7 Km s−1). The direction of jet
(PA 22) and disk are (PA 112) are shown by lines.
3.2 CH3OH, and C
17O emission
Methyl alcohol emission of v0 7(1,7)- 6(1,6) transition is
also observed around the MM1 protostar position. From the
spectral signature (Figure 7) it is seen that CH3OH emission
is from a smaller region than HDCO around the protostar
position. The CH3OH line was identified using CDMS/JPL
molecular database, having Eu=79K. The kinematics of
methanol emission is already described by Leurini et al.
(2016).
Methanol emission is from a smaller region (0.64′′ ×
0.45′′PA 49.6◦) than that from HDCO emission region. In
Figure 5 we compare HDCO emission centroid for differ-
ent velocity channel with C17O and CH3OH. C
17O emission
traces disk rotation at high velocity and rotating outflow
cavity at low-velocity (Codella et al. 2014). Methanol emis-
MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2017)
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Figure 5. Distribution of the centroid positions of various ve-
locity channels of C17O, CH3OH and HDCO line. Velocities are
colour-coded according to the color-bar shown in the Figure and
value of velocities are subtracted from systematic velocity (1.7
Km s−1). The direction of jet (PA 22) and disk are (PA 112) are
shown by lines.
sion shows rotation as the same sense of C17O and traces
small-scale outflow. Though the spatial resolution (0.6′′) is
not enough to ascertain the fact, we have compared HDCO
emission with these emissions. At small velocities, HDCO
emission shows some rotation near the disk plane. This ro-
tation may trace small scale outflow or a rotating environ-
ment (Lee et al. 2017a) near the disk plane. At high veloci-
ties, the red-shifted centroid shifts towards jet axis and away
from disk plane in southern portion of the outflow region.
This is very different than the methanol velocity centroids
at high velocities. Hence at small velocity it may trace some
rotation near the disk which may be because of small-scale
outflow or some rotation environment (Lee et al. 2017a). At
systematic velocities HDCO emission traces ‘X’ shaped out-
flow cavity similar to the C34S emission; it may trace small
scale outflow too but due to limited spatial resolution we are
not sure about this.
3.3 Column density calculation and abundances
We calculate the column densities of C17O and HDCO, as-
suming the lines are optically thin. As we do not know the
rotational temperature of HDCO transition, we consider a
range of temperature (20 K-300 K) as the excitation tem-
perature of the molecular transition. Now,
Nu/gu =
Ntot
QTrot
e
−Eu
Trot =
8piν2k
∫
Tbdv
hc3Agu
=
3k
∫
Tbdv
8pi3µ2νS
(1)
where, gu is the statistical weight of the upper level u, Ntot
is the total column density of the molecule,QTrot is the rota-
tional partition function, Trot is rotational temperature, Eu
is the upper energy level, k is the Boltzman constant, ν is the
frequency of the line transition, A is the Einstein co-efficient
of the transition.
∫
Tdv is the integrated line intensity. Cal-
culated column density is a beam average column density,
so we consider the beam dilution factor, given by,
ηBD =
θ2s
θ2s + θ
2
B
(2)
where, θS is the source size and θB is the beam size. As the
source is marginally resolved in HDCO emission, we are un-
sure about the source size. Codella et al. (2016) considered
source size ∼ 0.3′′, which is about the size of dusty disk
(Lee et al. 2017b). Leurini et al. (2016) considered source
size ∼ 0.2′′. Here, we consider source size ∼ 0.2′′. In that
case, the calculated column density would be multiplied by
≃ 10 for central region only (region ‘M’ in Fig. 6), if we
consider beam dilution. The spectral profile for different re-
gion is shown in Figure 7. Calculated average column densi-
ties without beam dilution correction over different regions
(Figure 6) are enlisted in Table 2. Consequences of beam di-
lution effect are discussed section 3.5. In the Table 2 we have
shown the column density for different regions along the jet
and perpendicular to the jet axis. The central hot-corino is
expected to be hot, so we have excluded the lowest tempera-
ture (20 K) in our range of temperature to calculate column
density in the central region. Similarly, in regions away from
the central source we have not considered the 300 K temper-
ature for the calculation. Considering the H2 column density
∼ 1024cm−2 (see next section), XHDCO ∼ 10
−10. The errors
for column density are calculated for noise and statistical
(Gaussian) fitting. If we consider a calibration error of 20%
then the same uncertainty will be added to column density
calculation in addition to the statistical error; the resultant
error shown in Table 2. Due to low signal to noise ratio we
have not estimated the column densities in outermost re-
gions e.g. L1, D1 in Figure 6
3.4 C17O emission and disk mass
In earlier Section it was mentioned that C17O traces a Ke-
plerian disk at high velocities. Assuming C17O emission
to be optically thin, we can calculate disk mass from the
beam-averaged C17O column density and converting it to
H2 volume density. For conversion of C
17O column den-
sity to H2, we useXCO/XC17O=1792 (Wilson & Rood et al.
1994) and XCO = NCO/NH2 ∼ 10
−4. In region ‘M’ (Fig-
ure 6 ) C17O column density for Trot = 90-300 K is 1.3–
3.3×1016 cm−2, so NH2 ∼ 2.3− 5.9× 10
23 cm−2, as a beam
averaged column density. As the disk is not resolved and
has been seen edge on, considering beam dilution H2 vol-
ume density becomes 8× NH2/Ddisk where the disk size is
∼ 90AU (Codella et al. 2014). Using the above information
H2 volume density becomes 1.3–3.4×10
9cm−3. Considering
H2 volume density ∼ 10
9cm−3, we derive the disk mass to
be 0.016 M⊙. It is close to the value 0.014 M⊙, estimated
by Lee et al. (2014). Here, we have considered the formula,
MD ∼ 1.4 × mH2 × pir
2
× 2H , where ‘r’ is the disk radius
and ‘H’ is the disk height from mid-plane; here the factor,
1.4 accounts for the mass in the form of helium. We consider
H∼ 40AU and the disk radius to be 90 AU (Lee et al. 2014).
The disk mass can also be calculated from continuum emis-
sion. We have considered that the continuum from HH212
disk is optically thin and isothermal. Though the disk mass
is not constant as suggested by Lee et al. (2014), we have
calculated it by assuming a dust temperature to be ∼ 90 K.
Following earlier work (Tobin et al. 2012), we assume the
spectral index β=1 (Kwon et al. 2009), and the dust opac-
ity κ0=0.035 g cm
−2 at 850 µm (Andrews et al. 2005). We
use the following formula (Tobin et al. 2012) to calculate the
MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2017)
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Table 2. Column density of HDCO around MM1 protostar for different regions depicted in Fig 6
Regions Column densities for various Trot in unit of 1014 (cm−2) Error
300 K 160 K 90 K 40 K 20 K
M 12.3 5.6 3.1 2.0 .. 22.8%
L2 .. 1.0 0.5 0.36 0.52 25.6%
L3 .. 1.3 0.74 0.48 0.69 23.6%
D2 . . 0.86 0.48 0.31 0.44 25.2%
D3 .. 1.3 0.74 0.48 0.69 25.4%
disk mass
Mdust =
D2Fλ
κ0(
λ
850µm
)−βBλ(Tdust).
With Tdust=90 K, the disk mass is 0.0159 M⊙, which is close
to 0.016 M⊙, the disk mass calculated based on hydrogen
mass.
3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 chemistry
Formaldehyde can be formed in both the gas and the grain
phase. On grain surfaces, formaldehyde forms through se-
quential reactions of H or D atom with CO:
CO → HCO → H2CO and CO → DCO → HDCO/D2CO
(Cazaux et al. 2011; Taquet et al. 2012). The grain phase re-
actions occur mainly in cold temperature condition (<50K).
Gas phase formation of formaldehyde and its deuterated
form is also possible through reaction involving CH2D
+.
More specifically, at relatively high temperatures, T∼ 100K
or higher, this reaction is relevant to the central hot-corino
region of HH212 (Tobin et al. 1987; Oberg et al. 2012). Re-
action involving CH2D
+ is not active in cold region due to
its high exothermicity (∆E of 654 K, see Roueff et al. 2013)
but in high temperature region this reaction may take part
and favours deuterium fractionation in gas-phase:
CH+3 + HD→ CH2D
+ + H2 + ∆E.
Fontani et al. (2014) first time disentangled the emis-
sion of deuterated formaldehyde form on grain surfaces from
its gas phase production. In our observation we have not
seen any H2CO line but still we can infer about the pro-
duction region and possible production route of deuterated
formaldehyde (HDCO). HDCO emission is from two re-
gions, one is from central hot-corino region another is from
outflow cavities. The impact of bipolar jet on the cavities
may release HDCO from grain surfaces due to sputtering
or sublimation from grain mantle (e.g., see Codella et al.
2012). As the regions in the outflow cavities have low-
temperature, hence we can expect the production of HDCO
is mainly from grain surfaces. If we consider the column den-
sity of formaldehyde in central region assuming a tempera-
ture 160 K and 40 K in one of the outflow region (south-west
lobe, centered at α(J2000) = 05h43m51s.37.4, δ(J2000) =
−01◦02′54′′.69; see Fig 2), then the column densities are re-
spectively 5.6×1014 and 0.18×1014 cm−2. In the outflow re-
gion this is a factor ∼ 31 less than the central region column
density of HDCO. From C17O emission we can get a rough
idea about the density difference in these two regions. In the
same region (south-west lobe) we have calculated the C17O
column density, and it is a factor of 10 less than the centre
region (‘M’). Hence, if HDCO comes from only grain sur-
faces then their column densities should be decreased sim-
ilarly by the density factor. Considering the density differ-
ences, the column density in the central region is a factor
of three (∼ 31/10) higher. Hence, indirectly it implies that
there is active gas phase HDCO production in central hot-
corino region along side the grain-phase desorbed HDCO.
Recently, another doubly deuterated formaldehyde (D2CO)
has been reported by Lee et al. (2017a) for the same source
for a beam size of ∼ 0.04′′. In this work, HDCO line emis-
sion is marginally resolved, if we consider emission region
0.2′′ then considering the beam dilution, a factor of 10 will
be multiplied by central region column density. In that case,
the column density of HDCO and D2CO would be compara-
ble (∼ 1015). If we consider smaller regions of the emission
region such as the D2CO beam, then the column density
will be higher for HDCO. Hence, considering the source size
0.2′′ − 0.04′′, the D2CO/HDCO ratio becomes 1− 0.04. We
guess the emission region for HDCO will not be as small as
that for D2CO, in that case the deuteration of formaldehyde
in quite higher than methanol for the same source. Methanol
deuteration (D/H) for the HH212 is 2.4±0.4 × 10−2 as re-
ported by Bianchi et al. (2017). On the other hand Lee et al.
(2017a) suggested D/H ∼ 0.27 for methanol in the disk en-
vironment. If we consider D/H ratio 0.27 to be true then
methanol is still produced effectively on the grain surface in
the disk environment. Bianchi et al. (2017) used 13CH3OH
and LTE approximation to calculate methanol column den-
sity. If we consider D/H ratio of 2.4±0.4× 10−2 to be more
likely then probably due to high temperature deuterated
methanol production is not efficient in the hot-corino re-
gion. We speculate that deuterated formaldehyde can still
be produced in this region through gas phase reaction net-
work unlike the methanol production.
3.5.2 kinematics/morphology
In Figure 6 we have defined different circular regions (0.5′′
diameter) comparable to the beam size and the observed
spectra towards these regions are shown in Figure 7. We can
see from Figure 4, 5 there may be emission from rotating en-
vironment or small-scale outflow near the disc but it is very
uncertain. At high velocity the emission is certainly shifted
above the disk along the jet which signifies that the emis-
sion is affected by outflow or disk-wind at the base of the
jet. The column density (Table 2) on both sides (L2, L3) of
the central circular region of 0.5′′ diameter is less than that
at the central region. We can see a jump in column density
for HDCO. This is due to the fact that at the disk (∼ 90AU)
and envelope interface there is a sharp rise of temperature
and density due to accretion shock. Also, from Figure 7 we
see that the spectral signature of methanol emission is ab-
sent from the outermost regions (L1, L4, D1, D4) though
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Figure 6. Different region along and perpendicular to the jet
axis. The region circle’s diameter is 0.5 arcsec similar to the beam
width. The gray scale image is the continuum image of the central
source, namely, HH212. The contours are for SiO jet emission
along a PA 22o.
a weak signature of HDCO emission is present. From this
also we can say that HDCO emission is more extended than
methanol. Lee et al. (2017a) at a scale of 0.04′′ found that
difference of emission regions of the complex molecules is
partly due to different A-coefficients. In that observation of
HH212, it was found that molecules with comparatively low
A-coefficients are seen to be more extended than the that
with high A- coefficients. Here, A-coefficient of methanol
transition is lower than that of HDCO, but the region seems
to be more compact than that of HDCO. Higher A-value
may correspond to higher critical density. Guzman et al.
(2011) described H2CO critical densities ∼ 10
6; due to high
density (∼ 108 − 109 cm−3) in the central region it is ex-
pected that LTE condition is maintained for the reported
molecular transitions here. Hence, we can speculate that
it is due to local physico-chemical condition and high line
strength, comparatively lower Eu of HDCO which may be
responsible for the emission difference. Another difference
we can see for methanol and HDCO emission in central re-
gion (‘M’) is this: HDCO has a red-shifted peak which is
absent in CH3OH emission. This peak may be from the line
contamination of other molecular transition, but we have
not found any such line from other molecules. Alternatively,
this may be related to the high velocity outflow from the
base of the jet.
4 CONCLUSIONS
In this letter we described the emission of deuterated
formaldehyde (HDCO) from the hot inner region of HH212.
This emission is limited mainly to the inner ∼ 200 AU.
The kinematics of HDCO is quite similar to that of the
C34S emission (Leurini et al. 2016) near systematic veloc-
ity. HDCO traces large scale outflow cavity near systematic
velocity; it may trace small-scale outflow or disk wind but
due to limitation of spatial resolution in this observation we
are uncertain about this. On the other hand, both methanol
and HDCO emission peak values are ∼ 1.9 km s−1 and the
spectral profile is symmetric in low to medium velocity range
(< 2.4kms−1). The asymmetry at high velocity for HDCO
may be associated with the outflow near the disk plane. The
HDCO rotation may be associated with the disk wind or
rotating environment (Lee et al. 2017a); or to the rotating
cavity wall, similar to C34S. Due to limited resolution of
the observation we cannot conclude about the rotation with
certainly. The emission is assumed to be optically thin. Here
we observe only one transition of HDCO. Thus we cannot
determine the excitation temperature. We have considered
a range of possible temperature depending on earlier studies
and typical hot-corino temperature assumed in the litera-
ture. The column density of HDCO is ∼ 1014cm−2. Though
we have not observed any H2CO transition but comparing
results of D2CO given in Lee et al. (2017a) we speculate
that the deuterium fractionation of formaldehyde is rela-
tively higher than methanol in the central region. We guess
that the gas phase formation of deuterated formaldehyde is
active in the central hot region in the low-mass protostar
HH212.
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